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An

underlying assumption in much commentary about personal
finance is that most people make financial decision that are usually not in
their best interests. Manipulated by marketing, distracted by present
concerns, and guided by emotions, the masses repeatedly make poor
financial decisions.
Ostensibly, the purpose of personal finance columns, books and
seminars is to educate, to reveal the error of our ways, and illumine a path
to financial enlightenment and prosperity. But sometimes there’s an
insidious assumption behind the instruction: Even with education, most of
us still lack the character – the self-discipline, the rationality, the focus,
etc. – to make good financial decisions. Although there wasn’t really a
class you took in High School or College that truly taught you proper
financial structure and planning.

Finance 101

Consider the following illustration as sort of a self-evaluation of your
interest in financial responsibility.
The Best Way to Pay Off Debt?
In Personal Finance 101, debt is understood as something to be
carefully managed, minimized, and eventually eliminated. Because
poorly-managed debt is a major stumbling block to financial security and often results from bad habits, the recommended “fixes” are usually
pretty strict: cut up the credit cards, downsize, use all available funds to accelerate payoffs, etc. And don’t do it again.
So, when it comes to getting a mortgage – a big debt – the recommendation typically follows the same track: select the shortest term
you can afford, and plan to make extra principal payments whenever possible. In practical application, this means opting for a 15-year
mortgage instead of a 30-year one. To reinforce the wisdom of a shorter payment period (albeit with higher monthly outlays), you might
see the following:

In This Issue…

For a $250,000 mortgage at 4.5% interest:
TERM

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

TOTAL
PAYMENTS

TOTAL
INTEREST

15 yrs
30 yrs

$1,912
$1,267

$344,248
$456,015

$ 94,248
$206,015
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It’s simple, right? Assuming you can afford a 15-year
have the discipline to sustain this kind of a plan. And mentioning
monthly payment, it makes no sense to select the 30-year option.
this option only tempts people to be irresponsible.
What’s the point of paying more interest over a longer period to
There are two problems with this perspective. First, if selfborrow the same amount? And if there’s extra money available,
discipline is the issue, there are processes to deal with it. Just as
additional principal payments each month will only pay it off
when they participate in employer-sponsored retirement plans,
faster. Not so fast!
individuals can voluntarily enter into agreements that
Although this information is accurate, it’s not the whole story.
psychologically “compel” them to save. Something as simple as
There is a compelling counter-argument that taking a longer term
authorizing automatic withdrawals from a bank account {titled
actually is the better option. Here’s why:
Wealth Creation Account (WCA)} or a paycheck satisfactorily
You can realize additional financial benefits by selecting the
resolves the discipline problem for most households. And a
30-year mortgage and saving the $645 monthly difference in a
financial professional who monitors the separate account
separate account. If this accumulation earns a return equal to the
provides an additional level of support and accountability.
mortgage interest rate, it will pay off the mortgage in 15 years.
The bigger problem is that many households accept the
To repeat: Paying the bank $1,912 each month or dividing the
negative assessments of their financial character. Even after
same amount into $1,267 for the bank, and $645 in a personal
hearing the logic, seeing the numbers, and understanding how
account earning 4.5% results in the same outcome.
this strategy can be executed with automated systems, it’s not
Apart from the identical end result, consider how a separate
uncommon for the individual to say, “Well, I get it, but I don’t
accumulation delivers additional benefits.
trust myself. Even with automatic deposit, I’d probably mess it
The monthly obligation is lower. There is
up. Better to just send a big check to the bank
a cash flow benefit in minimizing your monthly
each month, and know the mortgage will be
Consider your cash flow
payments. And you’re living in the same home
paid off in 15 years.”
whether you pay $1,912 or $1,267/mo. But in
So…How do you evaluate your financial
the event of a financial emergency (loss of
character? Do you trust yourself to save the
employment, medical incident, etc.), which
difference? If not, open a WCA and create
amount would be easier to afford, and thus more
more control over your debt.
likely allow you to stay in the home?
Be diligent, spend carefully, and educate
There is a growing accumulation under
yourself about more efficient financial
your control. This accumulation can be used for
strategies. Take personal responsibility and get
emergencies or opportunities. While larger
professional assistance in order to create
payments also accelerate home equity, this
A lower mortgage payment with a
maximum wealth with maximum protection at
separate accumulation can deliver
accumulation is not under your control. The
maximum efficiency. 
additional benefits.
approval of a lender is necessary to access this
value – and the refinance or line of credit comes
with another payment schedule.
Potential tax deductions for mortgage interest are greater.
The next time you
The 15-year mortgage accrues $94,248 of interest. In the example
encounter a bit of
where a 30-year mortgage is paid off with a lump sum in the 15th
financial advice –
year, the cumulative interest is $143,593, a 53% increase. If this
in a newspaper, on
interest is deductible, the 30-year schedule produces
television, from a
significant tax savings.
friend – ask this
The gains from the separate account could be greater than
question: “Is this
the interest rate. (And even if they aren’t, it may not matter.)
an idea intended
If the outside account earns more than 4.5%, the mortgage could
for the herd or
be paid off earlier than 15 years, or result in a surplus after the
for me?”
mortgage balance has been paid. And even if the separate account
underperforms the mortgage interest rate, the payoff change may
not be significant. At 4%, a lump sum payoff occurs in the 183rd
month, just three months past 15 years. At 3.5%, the payoff
comes in the 188th month. For 15 years of the benefits listed
above, will a few extra months really matter?
The math and the benefits of selecting a longer payment
period while accumulating the difference in a separate account
are airtight, and the end result – the mortgage paid in 15 years –
is the same. So why would “experts” recommend the shorter
term? Because of a belief that unless contractually compelled by
an outside authority (in this case, the lender), most people don’t
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It’s Never Too Late
to Pass Along
Financial
Wisdom

“Teaching Kids about Money” is a regular personal finance
topic. Articles usually include discussions about setting
allowances, developing good saving and spending habits,
explaining how compounding works, etc. Giving your kids
knowledge and experience with these items is certainly
worthwhile. But a lot of it truly is “kid’s stuff” from a financial
perspective. The “adult world” of personal finance is a lot more
nuanced and complex.
And ironically, when your children become adults they might
be much more receptive to your accumulated financial wisdom.
This quote is frequently attributed to Mark Twain, but never
verified. Whoever said it spoke a timeless truth:
“When I was a boy of 14, my father was so ignorant I
could hardly stand to have the old man around. But when I
got to be 21, I was astonished at how much the old man had
learned in seven years.”

If you have adult children, now might be an opportune time
to have some educational dialog about your financial
experiences. A possible format for these conversations: Two
simple phrases…

Here’s another item for reflection: For those “I wish I had…”
situations, would it have taken very much to change them to “I’m
glad I did…”? Possibly quite a few could have been different with
just a small reallocation of time or money.
Conversely, when it comes to “I’m glad I did…” events, how
many significant benefits and great memories were triggered by
modest actions? In retrospect, many of the milestones in our
financial lives may have tipped one way or the other on small
decisions.
Your adult children will most likely appreciate hearing about
your successes and your regrets, because both types of events can
be instructive. And if you’re a typical parent of a typical adult
child, you’ll probably be surprised at what your children know,
think they know, or don’t know, about personal finance – even if
you taught them well when they were just kids.
If you don’t yet have adult children, the “Wish-I-had/Glad-Idid” format is still worth your time, because it may prompt you
to consider what you’d like to tell your children when they are
adults. Seemingly small decisions made today will shape your
future. You want it to be filled with “Glad-I-did” stories, don’t
you?
And if you’re an adult child, the same questions are a
good way to prompt your parents to share their financial wisdom.
Money, like politics and religion, can be a sensitive topic for
public discussion. But this is family, and you may be their only
teacher. Surveys repeatedly show that a high percentage of
Americans graduate from high school and college with a
substandard financial education. And sharing your wisdom is not
just for their benefit. Continuing to discuss personal finances with
your adult children may be a small but critical step to planning
for generational wealth transfers. 

“Remorse is the regret
that one waited so long
to do it.” – H.L. Mencken

“I wish I had…” and “I’m glad I did…”
Take a moment to reflect on the arc of your financial life;
skim through the ups and downs, the major events, the memories.
As you process your financial history, identify moments where,
looking back, you would say, “I wish I had…” or “I’m glad I
did…” What do you find?
If you’re like most of us, you probably have items in both
categories. Like:
“I wish we had made an offer on that vacation home.”
“I wish I had taken that job offer.”

Or…
“I’m glad I talked with our attorney about a will.”
“I’m glad we started saving when we did.”
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This newsletter is prepared by an independent third party for distribution by your Representative(s). Material discussed is meant for general illustration and/or informational purposes only and it is not to be construed as tax, legal or investment advice.
Although the information has been gathered from sources believed reliable, please note that individual situations can vary, therefore the information should be relied upon when coordinated with individual professional advice. Links to other sites are for
your convenience in locating related information and services. The Representative(s) does not maintain these other sites and has no control over the organizations that maintain the sites or the information, products or services these organizations
provide. The Representative(s) expressly disclaims any responsibility for the content, the accuracy of the information or the quality of products or services provided by the organizations that maintain these sites. The Representative(s) does not
recommend or endorse these organizations or their products or services in any way. We have not reviewed or approved the above referenced publications nor recommend or endorse them in any way.
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